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Abstract
We have used VLT FLAMES data to constrain the physics of rotational mixing
in stellar evolution models. We have simulated a population of single stars and
find two groups of observed stars that cannot be explained: (1) a group of fast
rotating stars which do not show evidence for rotational mixing and (2) a group
of slow rotators with strong N enrichment. Binary effects and fossil magnetic
fields may be considered to explain those two groups.
We suggest that the element boron could be used to distinguish between rota-
tional mixing and the binary scenario. Our single star population simulations
quantify the expected amount of boron in fast and slow rotators and allow a
comparison with measured nitrogen and boron abundances in B-stars.
Session: Physics and uncertainties in massive stars on the MS and close to it
Introduction
Rotational mixing is thought to be an important process in massive stars. It
can affect surface abundances and the internal structure of the star. The VLT
FLAMES Survey (Evans et al. 2005) produced nitrogen abundances for a large
sample of B stars, providing valuable empirical constraints for this mixing pro-
cess. Nitrogen is an easily observed tracer element for rotational mixing. It is
produced in the stellar center and can be mixed gradually to the surface over
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Figure 1: Result of a population synthesis calculation for 106 stars between 5 and 50
M⊙ for LMC composition in the HR diagram. Overploted are the observed FLAMES
data. Circles are stars with log g > 3.7 dex (i.e. early MS stars), triangles are stars
with 3.2 6 log g 6 3.7 dex (i.e. late MS stars), squares symbolize stars with log g <
3.2 dex. Open/filled symbols represent probable binaries/single stars, respectively.
The colored regions are explained in the text. Only the yellow region is considered in
the analysis below.
the main sequence lifetime. So, in fast rotating stars one expects N enhance-
ments towards the end of the main sequence, while slow rotators should not
show any N enhancement. To compare predictions from our stellar evolution
models to the observations from Hunter et al. (2008a) (hereafter FLAMES
data), we simulate a population of single stars to which we apply the same
selection criteria. We limit ourselves here to an analysis of main sequence (MS)
stars in the Magellanic Clouds.
The Model Grid and Population Simulation
As input for the population simulation we have calculated a grid of more than
500 evolutionary sequences until core hydrogen exhaustion. The models have
been calculated with the stellar evolution code BEC (Langer 1991; Heger et al.
2000). The models include rotational mixing, angular momentum transport by
magnetic fields and theoretical mass loss rates of Vink et al. (2001). Rotational
mixing and core overshooting have been calibrated at an evolutionary model rep-
resenting the average mass and rotation velocity of the LMC sample (Hunter
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et al. 2008b). The mass and initial velocity range of the model grid have
been chosen to cover most of the FLAMES data, i.e 5− 50M⊙, 0− 500 km/s.
It covers three metallicities, using chemical compositions for SMC, LMC and
Galactic evolution models (Brott et al. 2009, in preparation). As input chem-
ical composition for our stellar models we used C,N,O abundances from HII
regions (Kurt & Dufour 1998) and Mg, Si and Fe from unenriched B-stars.
The abundances for remaining elements have been taken from Asplund et al.
(2005) and lowered by 0.4 and 0.7 dex for the LMC and SMC, respectively.
By comparing isochrones to the LMC and SMC FLAMES data we find a wide
age spread, consistent with a constant star formation rate for both observation
sets. This is in agreement with most of the observed B-stars being field stars
(Hunter et al. 2008c). We assume a Salpeter initial mass function. Since the
initial velocity distribution of the stars is unknown, we assume that the observed
distribution is close to the initial one. Mass loss is generally small for MS B-
stars at LMC metallicity, justifying this approximation. For each simulated star
an age, initial mass, initial rotational velocity and a random inclination is drawn
from the appropriate distribution functions.
Fig. 1 shows an HR diagram of the observed and simulated data points of
the LMC. In order that our simulations are consistent with the FLAMES ob-
servational dataset, we have excluded simulations that fall below the FLAMES
magnitude limit (green) or that have Teff > 35 kK. The analysis of the hotter
O-type sample (blue) by Mokiem et al. (2007) has not been considerd as no Ni-
trogen abundance estimates were available (blue). We have excluded post-MS
stars, which we define as having log g < 3.2 dex (red) (Hunter et al. 2008b).
This gravity limit is appropriate for models with initial masses of 13M⊙ but
may be too high for higher mass models due to the large overshooting param-
eter (α = 0.335) in the models. We note that the observed points that we
have excluded are all slow rotators and hence will not significantly affect our
conclusions. In the next section we compare all remaining data points (yellow)
to the FLAMES data.
Nitrogen in the LMC and SMC
We have performed a simulation of 106 stars between 5 and 50 M⊙ for both
Magellanic Clouds. Only data passing the observational selection criteria (LMC
∼ 4.1%, SMC ∼ 4.9%) were kept. For better visibility we have binned the
data, shown in the density plots in Fig. 2. The evolutionary tracks in Fig.
2 top (LMC) show that nitrogen is mixed gradually to the surface during the
MS evolution. The population simulation for single stars shows for both the
LMC (top) and SMC (bottom) that, while in fast rotating stars a significant
enrichment in N is expected, slow rotators show almost no enhancement. While
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Figure 2: Surface nitrogen abundance as a function of projected rotational velocity
for the LMC (top) and SMC (bottom). Observations and a set of 13 M⊙ evolution
tracks for different initial rotation velocities are compared. Red (dark gray) symbols
are lower MS objects ( log g > 3.7), the corresponding parts on the tracks are marked
in the same color. Black symbols are upper MS objects (3.2 6 log g 6 3.7), the
corresponding part on the track is marked in the same color. Triangles show possible
binaries, circles are single stars and open symbols are upper limits to the nitrogen
abundance. The shading in the background gives the number of simulated stars in
this field, as shown by the bars on the right.
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this is true for most of the LMC FLAMES data, there are two groups that do
not agree with the simulation results. At high v sin i and low N, a group of
mainly upper limits is populating the diagram (group 1). The simulation can
not populate this region, because fast rotating and non-enriched stars are very
young and close to the Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS). Thereby they are
too faint to pass the survey magnitude limit. These stars could have been spun
up in a binary system, but only two objects in this group are identified radial
velocity variables. Group 2 (low v sin i and highly N enriched) is also in clear
contradiction to the predictions. These stars can not all be pole on stars, but
are intrinsically slow rotators. Morel et al. (2008) have shown for a Galactic
sample of slowly rotating N-rich stars that a large fraction of them is magnetic.
This suggests that internal magnetic fields might give rise to the abundance
anomalies of this group.
About 50% of the FLAMES sample are consistent with our single-star mod-
els with rotational mixing (see Maeder et. al, this volume), however neither
set of models can explain groups 1 and 2. In fact the binary models of Langer
et al. (2008) show promise of accounting for these groups and, to add further
ambiguity to the interpretation, can explain the so-called normal stars as well.
In the SMC (Fig. 2, bottom) almost all observed stars seem to have higher
nitrogen enrichments than predicted by the models, even though the baseline
is in agreement with the most unenriched stars in the sample. However, almost
all faster rotators (v sin i > 100 km/s) have upper limits, hence are consistent
with the predictions. As suggested by Hunter et al. 2008a the enriched group
at low velocities might be the analogue of group 2 in the LMC. In both cases,
the group consists mainly of high log g objects.
Boron to Discriminate between a Binary and Single Star Scenario
The true binary fraction in the sample is of key importance to understand the
groups that are in disagreement with the single star simulation. The element
boron can only exist in the coolest outer layers of the star. It will be gradually
destroyed by rotational mixing as shown in Fig. 3. In a mass transfer scenario
practically boron free material is dumped onto the mass gainer. Thus, in a pure
binary sample, boron is either almost at its initial abundance or it is significantly
depleted by mass transfer (Fliegner et al. 1996). Boron abundances therefore
will help identify effects of single versus binary stars in diagnostics such as
Fig. 2, even though Boron measurements in the Magellanic Clouds are still very
challenging at present.
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Figure 3: Predicted boron vs. rotational velocity for a population of single stars in
the LMC. The trend reflects the transport of this element to hot deep layers, through
rotational mixing, where it is subsequently destroyed.
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